ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Computing the similarity between two ordered trees has applications in RNA secondary structure comparison, genetics and chemical structure analysis (Le et al., 1989a,b; Shapiro, 1988; Shapiro and Zhang, 1990; Shih, 1991; Takahashi et al., 1987 ). An RNA secondary structure can be decomposed into components of five types: stem (S); hairpin (H), bulge (B), interior loop (I), and multi-branch loop (M). The secondary structure can be represented as an ordered tree in which each node is labeled by a letter S, H, B, I or M and the left to right order among siblings is significant (Jiang et al., 1995) . Comparison of RNA secondary structure trees has applications in identifying * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
conserved structural motifs in an RNA folding process (Le et al., 1989a,b) and constructing taxonomy trees (Shapiro and Zhang, 1990) .
Many measures have been proposed for the similarity of two trees, e.g. tree edit distance, constrained edit distance and alignment of trees (Zhang and Shasha, 1989; Jiang et al., 1995; Zhang, 1996) . Other related measures can be found in (Jiang et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1999) . Alignment of trees is a straightforward extension of sequence alignment that was proved to be different from tree edit distance (Jiang et al., 1995) . Now, we give the definition for alignment of trees. Inserting a node u into T means that for some node v (could be a leaf) in T , we make u the parent of the consecutive subsequence of the children of v (if any) and then v the parent of u. We also allow to directly add/insert a node as a child of a leaf in the tree. Given two trees T 1 and T 2 , an alignment of the two trees can be obtained by first inserting nodes labeled with spaces into T 1 and T 2 such that the two resulting trees T 1 and T 2 have the same structure (i.e. they are identical if labels are ignored) and then overlaying T 1 and T 2 . A score is defined for each pair of labels. The value of an alignment is the total score of all the opposing labels in the alignment. The problem here is to find an alignment with the optimal value. Here in this paper, we use similarity measure and thus we look for an alignment with the maximum value.
Similar to pair-wise sequence comparison, there is often disagreement about how to weight matches, mismatches, indels and gaps when comparing two trees. The study of setting parameters for sequence alignment started long time ago. For example, Kruskal and Sankoff investigated the setting of weights for gaps, substitutions and other operations for RNA sequences (Kruskal and Sankoff, 1983, pp. 290-293) . Parametric alignment attempts to avoid the problem of choosing fixed parameter settings by computing the optimal alignment as a function of variable parameters for weights and penalties. The goal is to partition the parameter space into regions such that in each region one alignment is optimal. For sequence comparison, the parametric sequence alignment tools have been developed (Gusfield et al., 1994; Gusfield and Stelling, 1996; Vingron and Waterman, 1994; Waterman et al., 1992; Zimmer and Lengauer, 1997) . It allows the users to see explicitly and completely the effect of parameter choices on the optimal sequence alignments. We developed a parametric tool for aligning two trees. Our contributions include: (1) develop a parametric tool for aligning two ordered trees that allows the users to see explicitly the effect of parameter choices on the optimal alignment; (2) design an efficient algorithm for aligning two ordered trees with gap penalties that runs in O(n 2 deg 2 ) time and (3) reduce the space of the algorithm from O(n 2 deg) to O(n log n · deg 2 ).
ALGORITHMS FOR PARAMETRIC ALIGNMENT OF TREES
The goal here is to partition the parameter space into regions such that in each region one alignment is optimal. Thus parametric alignment allows one to see explicitly the effect of parameter choices on the optimal alignment. For comparison of trees, there is no standard character-specific scoring matrix. Thus, we often assume that all the matches have a unique score and all mismatches have another score.
Parametric alignment of trees without gap penalties
For any alignment A of two ordered trees, let mt A , ms A , id A denote the number of matches, mismatches and indels contained in A, respectively. The value of A is
where α, β and γ are parameters that can be modified to adjust the relative contributions of matches, mismatches and indels. Once the three parameters have fixed values, then the problem is to find an alignment of the ordered trees maximizing the objective function:
Without loss of generality, we will fix one of the three parameters and vary the other two. In our program, β and γ are variable parameters and α is fixed. In (Gusfield et al., 1994) , it was shown that Lemma 1. For sequence alignment, the parameter space is decomposed into convex polygons such that any alignment that is optimal for some β, γ point in the interior of a polygon P is optimal for all points in P and nowhere else.
Since the proof of Lemma 1 is only related to equality (1), the lemma also holds for alignment of two ordered trees. For the same reason, from Gusfield et al. (1994) , we also know that the number of convex polygons is bounded by O(n 2/3 ), where n denotes the number of nodes in the tree of smaller size. 
Parametric alignment of trees with gap penalties
The setting of the gap penalty is an important issue in sequence comparison. By including a term in the objective function that reflects the gaps in the alignment, one can have some influence on the distribution of spaces in an alignment. Similarly, gap penalties of tree alignment should be considered, too. A gap in tree alignment is an insertion of a subtree that can be viewed as a series of node insertions forming the subtree. As long as the inserted node has a parent that is also inserted, gap penalties will not be charged to the node. Figure 1 gives an example which contains one gap. For any alignment A of two ordered trees, let gp A denote the number of gaps contained in A. The value of A is
where δ denotes gap penalty. Similar to sequence alignment, we select α and β as fixed parameters and treat γ and δ as variable parameters. In our software, α can be set to 1 and the user is allowed to set different values of β. From Gusfield et al. (1994) , we know that the parameter space is decomposed into convex polygons such that any alignment that is optimal for some γ, δ point in the interior of a polygon P is optimal for all points in P and nowhere else. Again, the reason is that the arguments in Gusfield et al. (1994) are only related to (2). Moreover, for the same reason, Gusfield et al. (1994) implies that when gap penalties are considered for alignment of trees, the number of convex polygons is bounded by O(n · m), where n and m denote the sizes of the two trees. Gusfield and Stelling (1996) gave an efficient algorithm for computing a polygonal decomposition. Since the algorithm is only related to equalities (1) and (2), we can directly use the algorithms for alignment of trees. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(R · P), where R is the number of polygons, P is the time required for optimally aligning two trees. For the case without gap penalties, Jiang et al. (1995) gave an algorithm for aligning trees. Their algorithm requires that the score scheme satisfies triangle inequality. A slight modification of the algorithm works for arbitrary score scheme. The running time is still O(
The algorithm for computing a polygonal decomposition
, where |T | represents the size of tree T and deg(T ) represents the degree of T . The algorithm can be viewed as a degeneration of Algorithm 1 given in the next section.
THE ALGORITHM FOR ALIGNMENT OF TREES WITH GAP PENALTIES
We present an algorithm for computing the alignment value between two ordered trees with gaps. Let θ be the empty tree, and λ a space. Let g be the score of gap penalties, and id the score of indel. µ(a, b) denotes the score of the opposing letters a and b. The nodes in an ordered tree of size n are numbered from 1 to n according to the postorder, where the left siblings are ordered before the right siblings. Given an ordered labeled tree T , the subtree of T rooted at node i is T [i] . Again, the number of nodes in a tree T is denoted as |T |.
Consider two trees T 1 and T 2 to compare. The label of node i in tree T 1 is l 1 [i] and the label of node j in tree T 2 is l 2 [j]. The parent of node i in T 1 is denoted as P 1 (i) and the parent of node j in T 2 is denoted as P 2 (j). Suppose that the degrees of node i and node j are m i and n j , respectively. Denote the children of i as i 1 , . . . , i m i and children of j as j 1 , . . . , j n j . Let i be a node in tree T and i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i j be all the left siblings of i j+1 in T . The total number of nodes in all those substrees
We use u and v to indicate the numbers between 1 and n j .
Let
) be the subtree in an optimal alignment corresponding to the alignment of subtrees T 1 [i] and T 2 [j]. Three cases arise: (1) the parent of the root of
denotes the cost of an optimal alignment corresponding to the two forests
The following lemmas give the recurrence equations.
Lemma 3.
Lemma 5.
Lemma 6.
Lemma 7.
The lemmas used to set initial values are listed in Appendix A. The proof of Lemmas 2 and 5 are listed in Appendix A. The proofs of other lemmas are similar.
The structure of the algorithm is similar to that in Jiang et al. (1995) . For completeness, we give the outline here.
For each pair of subtrees T 1 [i] and T 2 [j], we have to compute
For each fixed s and u, where either s = 1 or u = 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ m i and 1 ≤ u ≤ n j , procedure proc1, proc2 and Figure 2 .
The structures of proc2 and proc3 are identical to that of proc1 except the formulas. See Figures 3 and 4 . Similar to the algorithm in Jiang et al. (1995) , we give Algorithm 1 in Figure 5 .
The time complexity of the above algorithm is O(|T 1 ||T 2 | · (deg(T 1 ) + deg(T 2 )) 2 ) that is the same as that in Jiang et al. (1995) for alignment of trees without gap penalties. The analysis is also similar and is omitted here.
Space complexity
Now, let us consider the space complexity of Algorithm 1. It is easy to see that we only have to estimate the total number of
Note that in the computational process, either i s or j u is the first child of its parent. Therefore, the total number of
Therefore the space complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|T 1 |·|T 2 |· (deg(T 1 ) + deg(T 2 ))).
REDUCING THE SPACE
In practice, the space required for Algorithm 1 is a bottleneck. In this section, we propose a method to modify Algorithm 1 so that the space required is just O(deg(
). To our knowledge, this is the first algorithm for comparison of trees that has a non-trivial low space complexity. The basic idea is straightforward. In order to compute the value of an optimal alignment, some computed values are no longer useful after they were used. We simply release the spaces that are no longer useful.
Here we carefully give a more restricted order for the nodes in Figure 6 gives an example of the new order.
By using such a new order, the straightforward idea, i.e. release the space whenever it is no longer useful, will give an algorithm with much less space. The modified algorithm is called Algorithm 2 which is almost identical to Algorithm 1 except that (1) the order that variable i uses in Step 4 is the new order; and (2) after Step 5, the space that are no longer useful is released. When proc1 and proc2 are called, we still use the old order, i.e. the order among siblings are from left to right. (When proc1 and proc2 are called, all the necessary information related to all the children of node i in T 1 or node j in T 2 has been computed. Thus, we can still use the old order that is required by the lemmas in Section 3.) Now, we give the analysis of the space complexity of Algorithm 2. Consider node i in T 1 . Let i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m be the children of i in T 1 . To compute the values of
) on node i in T 1 , according to Lemmas 2-4, we need to know the values of D(
. Ideally, we just keep the values on all the m i children of i. However, when computing the values on the parent of i, we need the values on the siblings of i that have not been computed. Thus, after obtaining the values on node i, we have to compute the values on the siblings of i before i's parent can be handled. The computation of values on i's sibling, say, u, must start from the bottom of T 1 since we have not computed any value on any node in T 1 [u] . Therefore, in general, we have to store the values on all the dark nodes as shown in Figure 7 before we can compute the information about i.
Here we have a path (call it crucial path) from node i to the bottom of T 1 , and the set of dark nodes contains the children of the nodes on the crucial path. For each dark nodes k, we have to store the values of
For each grey node k in the crucial path, we have to store the values of Note that k is a grey node, not a dark node. For any
where v s and v l are children of v, are no longer useful and thus not kept any more. Let u be a node in the crucial path and v a dark sibling of u. The values on v were computed before node u is handled. By the definition of the new order,
Based on (4), it is easy to prove that Lemma 8. In Algorithm 2, the number of grey nodes in the crucial path is at most log|T 1 |. Therefore, we have:
Proof. It is enough to consider the number of E 1 (F 1 [i s , i 
where j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j k are the nodes on the crucial path in Figure 7 . Note that, (5) is not tight since we only have to keep
where j u is the leftmost child of its parent, for the lowest grey node in the crucial path at any time in the computation. Thus, the total number of
The space used in Algorithm 2 is much less than that in Algorithm 1. Let X be the space required in Algorithm 1 and Y the space required in Algorithm 2. From (4),
where d j l is the number of dark children of node j l . Thus,
IMPLEMENTATION
ParaTree is a Java Applet compiled with JDK 1.1.4. Internet Explorer6.0 or Netscape7.0 should be used to browse it. There are two versions depending on whether gap penalty is considered. (1) No gap penalty: in this case, the default value for match is set to be 1. The user has to provide ranges for mismatch and indel as well as the two ordered trees. (2) Gap penalty: the default values for match and indel are set to be 1 and 0.5, respectively. Users can reset the values for match and indel. The ranges of mismatch and gap penalty must be provided, too.
We implement the algorithm for aligning two ordered trees with gap penalty described in Section 3. We also use the technique described in Section 4 to reduce the space. Here space complexity is crucial since different versions of Internet Explorer and Netscape have different limitations of space and some old computers do not have enough memory. The algorithm for aligning two ordered trees without gap penalty is just a degenerated case. Again, we use the technique in Section 4 to reduce the space.
After starting ParaTree, windows will pop up to direct users to input trees and set parameters.
ParaTree generates a graphical output of the final polygonal decomposition. If you click on a point in the polygonal decomposition, ParaTree can compute and output an optimal alignment based on the setting of this point. Note that the technique in Section 4 for reducing space does not keep all the information required for backtracking to build an optimal alignment. Thus, we do backtracking one step at a time to compute an optimal alignment for fixed parameters. Therefore, the running time required for producing alignments is
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a parametric tool for aligning two ordered trees. The most difficult part is to reduce the space complexity. We designed an algorithm that dramatically reduces the space required so that the software can be run on an ordinary PC. The algorithm with reduced space can only compute the optimal value of an optimal alignment. It cannot give the alignment. To give an optimal alignment with low space complexity, we use a naive algorithm that requires
A challenging problem is to design an algorithm to keep both low space complexity and time complexity.
APPENDIX A
We can use the following lemmas to set initial values.
Lemma 10.
Lemma 11. 
